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Résumé : 

On discute les méthodes de calcul de la production de paires 

électrons-ions dans la région E de nuit par les précipitations d'élec- 

trons auroraux, et la variation en altitude du profil d'ionisation qui 

en résulte. On montre qu'il faut une bonne connaissance du profil du 

coefficient effectif de recombinaison ue pour un calcul précis du pro- 

fil d'ionisation produit par un spectre de précipitation électronique 

donné. On propose des formules empiriques donnant ae selon que la 

température électronique est connue ou non. Enfin, partant de profils 

de concentration électronique mesurés de nuit en zone aurorale dans des 

conditions d'aurore diffuse, on calcule le spectre d'énergie des élec- 

trons auroraux incidents, son flux total, et sa température équivalente. 
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ABSTRACT . 

The production of ionospheric ionisation at night by auroral electrons . 

and its height dependence are discussed. It is found that the altitude dependence 

of the effective recombination coefficent a 
e of 

the ions involved is of great im- 

portance in determining the ionisation profile produced by a given incident elec- 

tron spectrum. Empirical formulas are proposed for evaluating a as 
a function of 

height when the temperature profile is known and when it is unknown. Electron 

intensity profiles obtained in the auroral zone at night are examined for several 

nights during conditions of diffuse aurora. The incident electron spectra are 

computed from these measurements. 

INTRODUCTION 

The coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere is the subject 

of intensive research at the present time. Recent papers by Wolf (1975), 

Atkinson (1978) and Potemra (1979) provide a description and review of current 

work in this area. Inductive coupling between the corresponding current systems 

occurs at ail latitudes, but in the auroral and polar regions other important 

mechanisms are at work. The most spectacular and well-studied of these are the 

visible aurorae. These are initiated (see Rees, 1969 or Meng, 1978 for review 

articles) by electron precipitations from the plasmasheet or possibly other regions 

of_the magnetosphere into the ionosphere. Indeed, this process is the main ionizing 

mechanism for the upper atmosphere at night. The consequences of these precipita- 

tions on ionospheric characteristics are far-reaching : at night, the conductivity 

of the ionosphere is increased manyfold which modifies the current systems, cou- 

pling and energetic relations in both the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Investi- 

gation of the phenomenon of electron precipitation may yield important information 



energy electron which can reach the depth z-, i.e. which has not lost ail 

its energy above this level. Thus the matrix K has zéros in many places. 

If M is chosen equal to N, K is a triangular matrix with non-zero diagonal 

elements ; this ensures that it has an inverse, and in this case the solution 

of (6) is : 

G = F = K- 1y (7) 

In essence this is the procedure chosen by Vondrak and Baron (1977). 

If M is not equal to N, the solution of (6) is 

G = F = (K*K)-'k Y (8) 

if (K K) is not singular. 

Solving equation (6) by equation (7) or (8) may lead to violently 

oscillatory behaviour of the values of a curve drawn through the points 

(E., F(Ei)) in the E-F plane, if there are substantial errors in the measured 

samples y(zi). This is because of the very large dynamic range in the 

eigenvalues of eK, which leads to error amplification (see Twou2y for detailed 

explanations of this phenomenon). Several methods have been proposed to get 

around this problem, one of the easiest to implement on a computer being the 

"constrained minimisation" method proposed by Twomey, wherein solutions are 

found to the equations 

G = (eK - pi)"1 K Y 
- 

(2) 

where I is the unit matrix, and n is an arbitrary parameter. If Y*= KG, 

choosing p such that ly-y1:.lis of- the order of the error e is a reasonable 

compromise between smoothing the solution G but not satisfying (1) exactly - 

and satisfying (1) but having unphysical, oscillatory solutions. Some of the 

results presented hereinafter were obtained by this method. Previously, the 

eigenvalues of Cij have been calculated for an energy range in E of 1 to 30 KeV, 

and a measurement accuracy of 5 %, corresponding, hopefully, to an energy 

deposition accuracy of 10 Z. It was found that as the number of measurements 

increased from 8 to 30, equally spaced in the corresponding range of depths z, 

the number of independent parameters one could extract for the fi only increased 

from 8 to 14 (Below 8 measurements the overlap in 1� rnels is sufficiently 
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reduced for the number of parameters to equal the number of measurements). � 

With perhaps overconfident optimism it was decided to perform the calcu- 

lations seeking for 12 independent parameters. 

A lot of trouble can be avoided by being more modest in the number 

of parameters sought and assuming a specific functional form for the spectrum, 

such as a Maxwellian 

f(E)dE'= AEe-E/Eo dE (8) 

which is not a bad guess, as far as diffuse auroras are concerned. From this 

one can compute as in the previous paragraph an ionisation density profile for 

a few values of 
Eo and 

after suitable normalisation, compare this computed 

ionisation profile with the measured profiles, then selecting the parameter 

Eo which 
best fits the data, normalised in the same way. This procedure yields 

a value of E and an estimate on the error in E , and a value of A which is 

probably quite reliable although the error on A is hard to estimate. An advan- 

tage of this method is that the raw data are not squared as in the first 

method, thus avoiding doubling the error. Some calculations performed in this 

way will also be presented. 

THE EFFECTIVE RECOMBINATION COEFFICIENT 

Ail the above calculations are fairly sensitive to the value and 

height dependence of the effective recombination coefficient. Torr � Torr 

(1979) have reviewed the best present values and temperature dependence of 

rates of the chemical reactions of interest in the atmosphere ; those which 

concern our problem are the recombination of NO+ and 
02+, 

which are the most 

important sinks for the (thermalised) electrons resulting from ionisation by 

the incident particles. The effective recombination coefficient is the average 

of these recombination coefficients weighted according to the relative concen- 

trations of these ions, and with due account being taken of the temperature. 

Two problems arise in this connection. The ionospheric temperature 

in the night-time auroral zone �.s affected by Joule heating, by ionospheric 

currents and by this direct particle heating. In turn the Joule heating depends 

on the integrated ionospheric conductivity, which is partly at least due to 

the ionisation caused by the precipitating electrons. Since the recombination 
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coefficients for the relevant chemical processes are strongly temperature 

dependent, and are needed to calculate the incident electron energy spectrum, 

one cannot rely on "average" temperature-height profiles but must use measured 

temperatures at the appropriate heights in the calculation. If this is not done 

then appreciable error may be introduced into the calculation. 

The second problem is the weighting of the recombination coefficients 

of NO+ and 
02+ according 

to the relative concentrations of these ions. Again, 

the electron precipitations affect these concentrations through the ionisation 

process and the subsequent chemical reactions. Although radar scattering tech- 

niques can yield simultaneous measurements of ionospheric electron density and 

temperature, they are insufficiently sensitive to provide information about 

the relative concentration of the ions NO+ and 
02+. 

Measurements by other means 

will not always provide data at the same time and place, so that this necessa- 

rily remains an open question in most instances. Thus a model for the NO+/02+ 

ratio in the auroral ionosphere is indispensable. 

In figure (2) which is adapted from Swider and Narcisi (1977) some 

measured NO+/OZ+ ratios measured by rocket flights in the auroral zone at 

night are plotted. These results have been augmented by measurements by 

Arnold and Krankowsky (1977) and by Sharp et al. (1979). The heavy dashed curve 

shows a height dependence of the 
NO+/02+ 

ratio which has been assumed to be 

"representative" in some sense of this ratio, and which has been used in the 

remainder of this work. The great variability in the data is probably not due 

to experimental errors but to actual fluctuations normally present in the 

auroral ionosphere, so that the "representative relation chosen is necessarily 

only an approximation. Figure (3) shows the (normalised) ionisation profiles 

resulting from a Maxwellian incident electron distribution in an atmosphere 

with a specified temperature-height profile for three extreme cases : I) recom- 

bination due only to NO+, 2) recombination due only to 
02 

3) recombination 

by the mixture represented by the dashed line in figure (2). As one can see 

there are notable differences in the shape of the ionisation profiles. The 

NO+/02+ ratio apparently varies widely ; it follows that there is an uncertainty 

in ttié effective recombination coefficient which in turn leads to an uncertainty 

in the calculated incident electron spectrum. However, the position of the 

maximum of the ionisation profile does not seem to be greatly affected : thugs 

hopefully�for Maxwellian incident electron distributions the position in height 

of the maximum of the ionisation profile is a "good" estimator of the charac- 



teristic encrgy Eo 
of the distribution f(E)dE "- E exp E/E 0. This parameter Eu 

is quite important for theoretical studies of the auroral precipitation pheno- 

menon, where as the absolute number of electrons precipitated can hardly hope 

for a theoretical explanation ; so that this method provides information in a 

form well u suited for theoretical analysis, relatively independent of the com- 

plications with the recombinaison coefficient. 

Figure 4 shows the height dependance of the effective recombi- 

naison coefficient obtained from the considerations described, for a model 

atmosphere with a given temperature profile. Other assumptions about the tem- 

perature profile would lead to a slightly different shape of this curve. 

TRANSPORT EFFECTS AT LOW ELECTRON DENSITIES 

Equation (2) is a consequence of the continuity equation for the 

electronic density 

dn(z) = y(z) - 
oz(n(,z))2 

+ 
7(nVe) 

(9) 

where 
Ve 

is the electronic drift velocity at the depth z. The R.H.S. are res- 

pectively the production, loss and transport terms. 

Since the recombinaison loss term is quadratic in the electron density, 

its influence will be preponderant at sufficiently high electronic densities. 

To estimate the transport term, we can take typical values ofa 
z 

of 3.]0-7 cm3 

sec , and 104 cm/sec for V The characteristic length for the region of 

interest, is 7.10 cm. Setting 0(nVe) equal to nVe/L as a 

reasonable order of magnitude estimate, one sees that on » nV /L if 

n » 10 /(3.10 x 7.10 ) cm , i.e. n ». 5.10 cm . Thus great caution should 

be taken with calculations based on équation (2), which neglects the third term 

on the R.H.S. of equ. (9), at electron densities less than about 105 cm 3, as the 

validity of the approximation breaks down for sufficiently high electron drift 

velocities, of the order of 100 m/sec. Such values are frequently encountered 

in the auroral zone. 
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EXPéRIMENTAL RESULTS 

Auroral observations using the Chatanika radar on April 12-14 1978* 

were analysed by both methods with satisfactory results in both cases. The 

energy spectra obtained by the fit to a maxwellian were satisfactory, which 

may be due to the fact that diffuse aurorae mainly were detected - either 

because no auroral arcs were within the line-of-sight or because they were 

not sufficiently stable to give recognizable signatures in the induced electron 

density profile. Possibly the more monochromatic electron distributions associa- 

ted with stable auroral arcs might have caused numerical difficulties which were 

not encountered during this observation campaign. Figure (5) shows the electron 

spectra obtained by both methods for a case in which the fit was quite good. 

Figure (6) shows the fit to the ionisation profile obtained by the maxwellian 

fit method when the fit is good. A histogram of the quality of the fit using 

the maxwellian assumption for the total of 87 observations is shown in figure (7). 

' � 
We can achieve some confidence in the quality of these calculations 

by looking at the temporal variations of the average incident particle energy 

total electron number and energy flux (the product of these). Figure (8) shows 

these quantities plotted at approximately 15 minute intervals throughout the 

night of April 14 1978. The prominent features in the figure are the general 

increase in electron intensity starting around 09 30 UT and the three increases 

in electron temperature at 10 30, Il 10 and Il 45 UT. From the electric field 

measured by the Chatanîka radar during the same night, one can deduce that the 

Harang discontinuity swept over the radar site at 09 30 UT, which is the time of 

the sharp rise in electron temperature and intensity. The magnetogram data shows 

that a substorm was in progress. Large excursions which occur in several magneto�- 

gramscoincide roughly in time with the three increases in electron temperature 

displayed on figure 8. It is satisfying to observe that some measure of compa- 

tibility between the electron spectra calculated from the observed densîty pro- 

files and the concomitant geophysical observations is found, but of course a 

single night's measurements can only serve to demonstrate that the method is not 

wholly wrong. 

* We are grateful to the Stanford Research Institute team for their kind hospi- 

tality at Chatanika and for permission to use this data. 
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It is hoped to pursue systematic observations of incident electron 

spectra during aurorae seen from high-latitude incohérent radars and provide 

data helpful to the clarification of the auroral precipitation program. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS S 

Figure 1. Number of eigenvalues of Cij whose square root is greater than E 

(abscissa in the graph). This is equal to the number of independant 

variables one can hope for when inverting equation (1). 

Figure 2. Measurements of the NO+/02+ ratio by rocket flights : 

Swider and Narcisi (1977), Arnold and Krankowsky (1977), 

Sharp et al. (1979). 

Figure 3. Ionisation profiles for recombination due only to NO+ (dashed line), 

only to O2 (dotted line), and for the mixture chosen in this work 

(continuous line), and for a maxwellian incident electron distribution. 

Figure 4. Recombination coefficient as a function of altitude calculated for 

the 
NO+/02+ ratio given in fig. 2. 

Figure 5. Incident electron spectra obtained by inversion (individual points) 

and by fitting to a maxwellian (continuous line) from a measured 

ionisation profile. 

Figure 6. Computed and measured normalized ionisation profiles, 

Figure 7. Distribution of Rus errors for 87 analysed profiles, 

Figure 8. Characteristics of incident electron energy spectra during the 

night of April 12th 1978 from radar measurements at Chatanika. 

1000 U.T. is local midnight. 
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